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About Maincor
Buying Maincor Products
Maincor products are reliable, innovative and good 
value for money. Products can be purchased through 
most of the National Plumbing Merchants, a number of 
quality regional groups, as well as good independent 
outlets, ensuring that Maincor products can help your 
project remain on time and in budget. 

If you need help finding the right Maincor products for 
your project, the nationwide Sales Team will be happy to 
assist you. For details of your representative, give Head 
Office a call on 01455 555930. Maincor also has an in-
house, highly qualified technical team; from the simplest 
quick question, to the most complex community heating 
query, the team will be able to help you.

Why Choose Maincor for Your Projects
Maincor’s first rate technical support ensures that help is 
available every step of the way; from quotation, material 
schedules, drawing and full design, through to visits on 
site and installer training. The company has some of the 
shortest quote turnarounds in the industry and if you’ve 
got an emergency, they can respond immediately. 

To ensure that Maincor customers receive the best 
service, all of their phones are answered by one of the 
highly trained team and not by an automated system. 
Maincor know how important the personal touch is.

The Maincor team has experience back to the very 
roots of multilayer pipe systems in the UK and supports 
the CIBSE standards for the design and installation of 
Plumbing, Central Heating and Underfloor Heating 
(UFH). 

Maincor Five Step Programme

Design

Quotation

Technical and Site Support

Installation Support and Training

Completion

Warranty
Maincor Multilayer composite pipe systems with press 
and compression fittings.

For a period of ten years Maincor will replace:

1)  Maincor pipe systems which demonstrate defects 
that shall be shown to derive from production or 
material defects attributable to the negligence of 
the manufacturer.

2)  Damage caused to the property of third parties by 
Maincor product defects.

There is also a resident renewable energy specialist, to 
ensure that systems are correctly designed to give the 
best performance. This expertise enables Maincor to 
advise their customers on the best use of their products, 
in any project to meet requirements and exceed your 
expectations.

3)  The expenses of third parties emanating from the 
removal, disassembly, acceptance or uncovering  
of defective Maincor products and caused by 
the installation and laying of defective Maincor 
products delivered by Maincor.

The guarantee shall extend to all Maincor system 
parts, such as pipes and fittings, where Maincor has 
made the delivery.

No guarantee shall be accepted for laying and 
installation errors.

The technical documentation and instructions for use 
shall be decisive.
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Application and System Overview

OverboardTM System
The 12mm UFH pipes (PE-RT) are laid within 18mm thick, 
pre-routed, high density dry screed panels at 150mm 
centres, offering a low profile solution which lends itself 
to situations where minimal floor height adjustments are 

y For retrofit or extensions -                                             
Low floor height of system                                          

 when installed, only 18mm high.

y For new build timber frame developments - Where 
the floor deck is an integral part of the timber frame, 
an Overboard type system is usually the only option for 
underfloor heating.

y Solid finish - The panels are fixed down which gives 
a solid feel underfoot and a stable platform for the 
flooring above.

y Dry assembly - Dry alternative to wet screed systems 
which reduces the time on site, benefitting the build 
programme.

y Thermal comfort - The dense panels conduct heat 
evenly, creating a uniform heat distribution.

y Fast response time - The Overboard system heats up 
from cold much faster than conventional screed and 
responds like radiator heating.

y Full room coverage - The entire floor area is acting as 

desired. Due to the physical properties of Overboard, the 
panels allow the heat to spread effectively across all of the 
heated floor area.

a heat emitter, which provides a higher output than an 
alternative plastic end-panel system.

y Unobtrusive - Minimum disruption when installing in 
existing buildings.

y Quality material - Precision engineered, tight 
tolerances and quality assured.

y Fixing points - The panels have 3 fixing points on each 
channel which makes it far quicker to install the pipes.

y Easy planning - The end returns are exactly half the 
size of the main panels  which means less cutting is 
required and it’s quicker to plan and install.

y Ergonomic - Overboard ‘straight’ panels weigh 14kg - 
suitable for one man lifts.

y Cost effective solution - Competitive pricing coupled 
with better technical performance making this the best 
solution on the market.

Features & Benefits
18mm
high
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Application and System Overview
Maincor OverboardTM

Maincor Overboard is ideal for projects such as 
extensions, kitchen refurbishments, or upgrading 
domestic heating systems. The system is quick and 
easy to install, offering an energy efficient solution 
and a comfortable internal environment for building 
occupiers, that will add value to a property.

Suitable for most properties - Overboard is only 
18mm thick, therefore only a minimal increase in floor 
level is required.

Flexible - Can be incorporated into existing heating 
systems.

Compatible – Works with traditional boilers or 
renewable heat sources.

Cost effective – Lowering heating bills.

Environmentally friendly – Lower CO2 emissions.

Maincor Underfloor Heating (UFH)
Overboard is suitable for a wide range of floor 
constructions, on both ground and upper floors. Using 
Maincor controls, manifolds, 12mm UFH Pipe and 
Maincor Overboard panels, it is possible to extend an 
existing heating system with minimal disruption to the 
floor and low height increase. 

UFH can be easily combined with radiator systems for 
extensions and conservatories, it can be the sole source 
of heating for the property, or it can be used to create a 
mixed heating system, offering radiators on upper floors 
and UFH on the ground floor, if required.

The diagrams on the right illustrate how the heat travels 
around the room in an underfloor heating system (top) 
and in a radiator system (bottom). The underfloor heating 
system heats the living area in the room, whilst the heat 
from the radiator system collects at the ceiling – a much 
less efficient heating method!

Radiator Heating Heat Movement

Underfloor Heating Heat Movement

Why use Underfloor Heating?
There are a huge number of benefits to using an 
underfloor heating system; here are just a few of them:

y Comfort - Heat rises uniformly from the floor, rather 
than having warm air pockets around radiators.

y Aesthetics - Complete freedom of interior design, 
every square inch of wall space can be used for room 
layouts.

y Silence - Virtually silent when running.

y Low maintenance - No need for manual operations, 
such as bleeding or painting of radiators.

y Cost effective - The lower water running temperature 
requires less energy and reduces heating bills.

y Healthy living - Slower moving air particulates 
make underfloor heating the system of choice for 
asthmatics. Floors dry quicker after cleaning, reducing 
slip hazards.
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OverboardTM Product Guide

Fixing Points

Installation Features
y Quick to layout - There’s no need to lay in a brick 

formation, therefore less cutting of the panels.  Also 
it’s much easier to plan out on site. Less cutting 
of panels means less material wastage and dust 
generated.

y Bubble design – Due to the formation of the 
end returns, there are countless options on pipe 
placement and less need for routing on site, saving 
time, hassle, wastage, dust and breakages.

y Easy to handle – The panels are a handy size for 
carrying on site – easy for one person to manoeuvre, 
when carrying up stairs, and around corners. They are 
also less likely to break during handling.

y Square edge panels - Less cutting of panels and no 
need to worry about lapped edges during planning, 
makes the panels more robust for handling and 
stronger at the edges.

y Fixing points – The panels have 3 fixing points on 
each channel which makes it far quicker to install the 
pipes – they stay put and don’t spring back out of the 
grooves, which saves time on site.

OverboardTM Technical Details
Overboard dry screed panels are used as carriers for 
pipes in underfloor heating systems. Due to the physical 
properties of Overboard, the panels allow the heat to 
spread effectively across the heated area, which means 
that the installation of heat emission plates are not 
required. Panels are available in two configurations, as 
straights and as end returns.

The majority of the heated floor area will usually be 
covered by the straight panels which are 1.2 x 0.6m and 
18mm high. Where feed pipes are to be laid, the end 
returns are to be utilised and these are 0.6 x 0.6m (exactly 
half the size of the straight runs), making installation 
quicker, as the cutting of the panels is minimised.

Bubble Design

 Material  Gypsum and cellulose fibre

 Dimensions - straights 1200mm x 600mm x 18mm

 Dimensions – end returns 600mm x 600mm x 18mm

 Weight - straights 14kg

 Weight – end returns <7kg

 Density  1150kg/m3

 Thermal conductivity λ 0.32W/mK

 Water vapour diffusion resistance µ 13

 Swelling after 24hrs contact with water <2%

 Reaction to fire classification (EN 13501-1) A2

 Accoustic performance* Impact sound insulation EN ISO 140-6 LN,w [dB]: 53   
    Airborne sound insulation EN ISO 140-3 Rw [dB]: 54

* Tested as part of an overall timber joist system with 100mm mineral wool in the cavity. 22mm chipboard. 10mm sound insulation board and 18mm Overboard
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OverboardTM Product Guide
Floor Constructions
Maincor Overboard is fully compatible with a wide range 
of existing floor constructions found in properties, for 
example it can be installed on top of solid, suspended 
timber and floating floors. 

A Overboard Straight

B Overboard End Return

C 12mm UFH Pipe

D Edge Insulation

E Floor Covering (see page 8)

F Sub-Floor

G Insulation

Solid Floor

A

B C

D

E

F

Floating Floor

A

B C

D

E

F

G

Suspended Timber 
Floor

A

B C

D

E

F
G

The sub-floor should comply with the requirements of 
the Building Regulations Approved Document L.
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OverboardTM Product Guide
Floor Leveller
NX 3 - 50mm Floor Leveller is a single part, fibre 
reinforced self smoothing floor underlayment. It is suitable 
for use 3mm to 50mm in one application without the need 
for additional granite chippings. The product is suitable 
for levelling a variety of substrates including concrete, 
terrazzo and existing quarry or vinyl tiles.

1 x 20kg bag will cover circa 4m² at a 3mm thickness 
when laid onto a flat surface.

Specifically for use with underfloor heating and is 
suitable for foot traffic after 4 hours’.

The leveller will ensure an even heat distribution, thus 
improving system performance.

The excellent levelling and flow properties of the product 
make it ideal for preparing sub floors prior to fixing 
ceramic or natural stone tiles or soft floor coverings such 
as carpet, vinyl and timber. 

Prime Bond
Prime Bond is a multi-purpose water based synthetic 
SBR polymer. It is water and weather resistant and is 
suitable for internal and external use on a wide range of 
substrates as a primer, sealer, dustproofer, slurry bonding 
coat and admixture in screeds and renders.

Application
y Apply to Overboard panels once fixed, before the 

floor leveller is laid.

Applications
y As a self-levelling compound across the entire 

Overboard installation.

y To cover multiple feed pipes around the manifold.

y To level uneven floors. 
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Floor Coverings
Overboard dry screed panels are suitable to 
accommodate a wide variety of floor coverings, including 
carpets, tiles, wooden and laminate flooring. Floor 
coverings should not be installed until 24 hours after the 
installation of the system. 

A thin separating layer is recommended; typically either 
a 6mm plywood, floor leveller, a 6mm cement-based tile 
backer board, or a decoupling membrane where tiles are 
used. Consideration should be given to the amount of 
point loading expected on the floor.

For wet areas, fully tank the entire surface of the panels to 
protect against damage.

As with all underfloor heating systems, to achieve 
optimum performance it is recommended that if using 
carpet and an appropriate underlay, the combined 
resistance of the two should not exceed 0.15m²K/W 
which is equal to a TOG value of 1.5.

When selecting your floor finish, it is recommended 
that you check with the manufacturer to ensure that it is 
suitable for use with underfloor heating. Consideration 
should also be given to any adhesives that are to be used, 
as some will limit the floor surface temperature that can 
be achieved.

NB 1 Tog = Thermal resistance 0.1m2 K/W.

Always refer to the floor covering manufacturer’s instructions.

Vinyl 

Vinyl covering
Separating layer
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Wooden & Laminate

Timber Floor
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Carpet

Carpet
Underlay
Separating layer
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Tiles 

Tiles
Separating layer
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Specific recommendations for floor coverings

 Carpet A thin separating layer will be required

 Tiles Depending on the tile thickness but generally a thin separating layer will be required

 Vinyl A thin separating layer will be required

 Wooden and laminate floors Generally lay directly on the Overboards

OverboardTM Product Guide
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OverboardTM Product Guide
Low Profile Insulation – SFUF Foil
Rolls are 8m x 1.5m and the insulation is 6mm thick and 
it will compress to 3mm.  

13 layers of reflective foil, thermo foam separation layers 
and topped with a PE layer.

The product is CE approved and has a thermal resistance 
of 0.8m²k/W, this is equivalent to 25mm Polystyrene.

Applications
y Ideal for insulating underfloor radiant systems.

y Can be used in floors, walls, roofs and any place that 
requires a slim high performance insulation.

y Contributes to the air tightness of your building.

y Provides sound insulation and reduces impact noise 
up to an estimated DI = 22 dB.

y Contains multiple reflective layers that reflect radiant 
energy into the room.

y Used to improve U-value in both new build and 
renovation projects.

Description Layers

Polypropylene reinforced heavy outer laminated foil 2

Aluminium coated aluminium foil PET layers 4

Thermo foam separation layers 6

Polyethylene protective layer 1

Total layers 13

Packing 142 poly tube

Weight per roll 10kg

Specification Data

Tested ‘R’ value 0.8m² kW

Thickness 6mm

Roll dimensions 1.5m x 8m

Total area per roll 12m²

Thermal break Yes

Accoustic performance - noise impact Delta L up to 22dB
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Installation
Preparation
Before starting to install the Overboard system, the 
working area should be prepared:

y The area must be weather tight. Ensure that the 
panels, manifolds and electrical components, etc are 
sufficiently protected from wet weather.

y Site specific PPE is required.

y The floor is to be solid, level, clean and free of debris.

y A levelling compound can be used to prepare the 
floor where it is uneven.

y Screw down any uneven floorboards or replace as 
required.

y Take time to plan your installation prior to laying to 
minimise the need to cut panels.

Ensure that the floor surface is level before starting

Floor Insulation
The sub-floor should comply with the requirements of 
the Building Regulations Approved Document L.

Board Handling
The Overboard panels should be picked up centrally to 
avoid breaking the corners. Care should be taken and 
consideration given to the weight of the panels when 
lifting.

Use a straight edge and a sharp knife to score the panels

Apply gentle pressure to snap along the score mark

The panels can be cut with a handsaw

or

Cutting the Panels
In situations where panels need to be cut; a handsaw, 
circular saw or jigsaw should be used to ensure the panels 
fit the contours of the wall. A suitable dust extraction 
system should be fitted when power tools are used.

Alternately, the panels can be scored and snapped with a 
sharp knife and straight edge.
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Installation
Routing Pipe Feeds
Prior to laying the pipe, the runs should be determined 
and an effort should be made to minimise the connecting 
lengths from the manifold to the pipe channels. 

The intended runs should be marked on the panels prior 
to routing and the pipes should not cross each other 
within the floor.

Board Fixing
The panels are to be fixed directly to the floor using the 
Mainadhesive or Overboard screws provided. Generally, 
screws will be used for fixing to timber sub-floors and 
adhesive or screws and rawl plugs for concrete floors.

If using screws, pilot holes and countersinking is not 
necessary and the screw will hold better if screwed 
directly into the panels. Fix around the perimeter of the 
panels at 200mm centres (not inside the channels).

Perimeter screw fixing

If using Mainadhesive, it will expand and fully set in 
approximately 4 hours - care should be taken during this 
time to avoid excessive traffic. It is recommended that 
dots of adhesive are applied at 200mm centres around 
the perimeter and within the field of the board.

Apply Mainadhesive dots in a 200mm centre grid

After the adhesive has fully set any excess can be scraped 
off using a filling knife.

Laying the Panels
The panels must be laid onto a solid, firm sub-floor using 
the optional edge insulation if required.

Fit the first board into a corner

The first board should be laid in the corner of the room, 
lightly butted up to the walls or optional edge insulation 
if used.

Overboard panels should be installed continuously 
(no need to lay in brick formation), ensuring the pipe 
channels are lined-up so the panels can take the pipe. 

Gently butt the panels up ensuring they are straight and level
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Installation
Laying the Pipe
Once the panels are laid, the Mainadhesive has set and 
the feed channels have been routed into the panels 
(if required), the pipe is ready to be laid. To avoid an 
excessive pressure drop and maintain the maximum 
system output, each coil of pipe should not exceed 80m 
in length.

The pipe should be held loosely and walked into the 
panels. Take care to ensure the pipe is not kinked, 
however if this does occur, reform the pipe and create a 
more gradual bend. The pipe fits very snugly into the pre-
routed channels. When inserting the pipe there are three 
fixing points in each channel, to ensure a good fit.

Walk the pipe into the channels from the coil

Form the pipe around the ‘bubbles’ in the end returns

Press the pipe down into the channels

The panels have fixing points to retain the pipe in place

Completed pipe installation

Floor Covering Layer
Once pressure testing and commissioning of the system 
are complete, depending on the final floor covering, 
install a separating layer as per the table on page 8. The 
joints should be staggered relative to the panels below 
and fixed down into the Overboard panels with suitable 
screws.

Fix down the 6mm separating layer
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Installation
Floor Leveller - Preparation
The surfaces should be clean and free of dust and debris. 
All Overboard panels, once fixed should be primed 
utilising a 1:4 mix with water, in preparation for laying the 
floor levelling compound.

Calculating Quantities
The number of 20kg bags required will depend on the size 
of floor area, the depth above the Overboard (3-50mm is 
required) and the specific UFH design. Please contact the 
Maincor Technical Office and they will recommend the 
amount of bags required, which will back-fill the unused 
Overboard channels and raise the height of the floor. 
When you contact the office, please have to hand your 
quotation reference number (if an Overboard quotation 
has already been produced) and the required depth, in 
millimetres, of the floor leveller.

Mixing and Application
A 20kg bag is to be mixed with 4.4 litres of water. The 
floor leveller is then to be mixed using a rotary drill paddle 
to form a creamy lump-free consistency. N.B. Using excess 
water may weaken the leveller causing it to separate, 
crack and de-bond.  

The compound is to be poured onto the floor and 
trowelled out to the required depth. The product is self-
smoothing.

The compound has a pot life of approx. 20 mins which will 
be reduced at high temperatures and extended in cool 
conditions. Do not use below 5°C.
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Installation
SFUF Low Profile Insulation
SFUF is an ultra thin thermal insulation for Overboard and 
solid floor applications. Designed to improve the thermal 
performance of the floor when there is limited space 
available and enhance the performance of underfloor 
heating systems by aiding the even heat distribution and 
reducing downward losses.

Preparation
Ensure floor area is clean and free from debris.

Laying
Roll out the first strip of insulation and ensure that it is flat 
and there is no doubling up or creasing.

Now lay the first Overboard panels over the insulation.

Once the majority of the 1.5m insulation width is covered 
with Overboard panels roll out next strip of insulation and 
tape the joint with the Supafoil MP jointing tape.

Continue to lay and fix the Overboard panels until the 
entire floor area is covered.

Once complete, lay the 12mm pipework into the 
Overboard channels and apply a pressure test prior to 
laying additional flooring components.

Fixing
When laying the insulation onto a concrete floor, the 
Overboard panels should be fixed in position using screws 
and rawl plugs.

If laying the insulation onto an existing wooden floor, fix 
the Overboard panels with the 30mm Overboard screws.

Tile adhesive

Tiles

Separating layer

Overboard panels

SFUF insulation

Sub floor
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System Components

Part No Description Pack Qty
51923049 Overboard - 18mm Straight
 Panel (1.2m x 0.6m) 1

Overboard™

Dry Screed Panel
Straight

Part No Description Pack Qty
50903022 Maincor Edge Insulation 25m

Edge Insulation

Part No Description Pack Qty
51923050  Overboard - 18mm Return
 Panel (0.6m x 0.6m) 1

Overboard™

Dry Screed Panel
Return

Part No Description Pack Qty
SFUFFOIL Supafoil Insulation 12m2 roll 1

Supafoil Insulation

Part No Description Pack Qty
MAINADHESIVE Mainadhesive Tube
 (0.8kg bottle covers 20m2) 1

Mainadhesive

Part No Description Pack Qty
SFUFTAPE Supafoil MP Jointing Tape 
 100mm x 20m 1

Supafoil MP
Jointing Tape

Part No Description Pack Qty
OBSREW30 30mm Overboard Screws
 (200 screws covers 20m2) 200/box

Overboard™

Screws

Part No Description Pack Qty
MC-L NX Floor Leveller 20kg bag 1

NX Floor 
Leveller

Part No Description Pack Qty
50120034080 Overboard PE-RT 12 x 2mm 80m
50120034200 Overboard PE-RT 12 x 2mm 200m
50120034240 Overboard PE-RT 12 x 2mm 240m
50120034500 Overboard PE-RT 12 x 2mm 500m

Overboard™

12mm UFH Pipe 
Coils (PE-RT)

Part No Description Pack Qty
MC-PR Prime Bond Primer 5ltr 1

Prime Bond
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Elizabethan Way · Lutterworth · Leicestershire · LE17 4NJ

Phone: 01455 555930      
Fax: 01455 555931

Email: enquiries@maincor.co.uk      
Web: www.maincor.co.uk

Combining German engineering 
with great British ‘know how’ 

to deliver world class 
underfloor heating systems

Maincor supports and/or is a member of:


